Submit your conference materials to Figshare.
Note that you can submit early versions of your presentations to Figshare and update them
later as you make final changes to your conference materials.
1.
2.
3.
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Go to eresearch.figshare.com
Log in to Figshare.
In the My Data tab, click the “Create New Item” button.
Upload your file by dragging it to the target area or browsing to the file.
Add categories and other metadata about your work.
Add “eResAu16” as a tag in the “Tags” field. Important note: without
the eResAu16 tag, your work won’t make it into eResearch.figshare.com
Publish your work.

Did you know you could also add your ORCID to Figshare
1. Log in to Figshare at figshare.com.
2. On the drop-down menu next to your name in the upper right, select “Edit Profile”
3. In your Figshare profile, click CONNECT in the ORCiD section to enable synching with
your ORCiD.
Figshare automatically creates a DOI for your work and provides citation text that you can
add to documents about your work
About figshare
figshare is a repository where users can make all of their research outputs available in a
citable, shareable and discoverable manner. In the interest of supporting open science and
open data, we wanted to partner with the organising committee of eResearch to create a
dedicated 2016 eResearch Australia Portal.
How is this different to your current eResearch Website?
Using figshare as a repository serves many purposes such as providing a publicly available
citable, shareable and discoverable collection of presentations, which showcases crosscollaboration of presenters, vendors and audiences that will consume the information.
Furthermore, figshare can mint DOIs (which is a persistent 'Digital Object Identifier'). With
this identifier we are also now able to track the Altmetric attention, so you can see what
kind of attention the output has generated.

Additionally, for those that are planning to publish a full text article after the conference
they can link this to their presentation at a later date. Below is an example of presentations
from the VIVO conference as well as Altmetric attention.

Benefits Include:
• Tracking Altmetric Attention
• Figshare is a global website, making your presentations discoverable
• You can link your presentation to your Conference Paper at a later date

